Finite-time non-fragile H∞ sampled-data control for uncertain T-S fuzzy system with time-varying delay and nonlinear perturbation subject to Markovian jump.
This paper focuses on studying the finite-time non-fragile H∞ sampled-data control of uncertain T-S fuzzy time-varying delay system with nonlinear perturbation and Markovian jump parameters. We first construct a different Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional that plays a key role to fully capture the available characteristics of sampling period. Second, based on the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional approach, free weighting matrix method and a novel efficient inequality technique, less conservative sufficient conditions are established, which make stochastic fuzzy system achieve finite-time boundedness and finite-time H∞ boundedness with an optimized performance. Then, the desired multiplicative non-fragile sampled-data control gains can be obtained by solving the linear matrix inequalities. Finally, three numerical examples are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.